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“Hello, Kasoli.”
The two men shook hands.
Fen said, “Omi, we’re the ninth team, there’s only seven of us in total, you know them all now.”
“Well, we all know each other, why are there so few of us?”Omi asked.
“Sky Wolf Squad, you think anyone can enter, we’re special celestial soldiers though, we can’t enter
without real skill.”
“Oh.”
Brother-in-law Ni said, “I didn’t expect that the new Omi from our ninth team is so strong, he can
compete with team leader Fen, and it looks like Fen has lost by half a chip.”
“Yes, the group leader was stabbed with a sword, and Omi, although he received a punch, it doesn’t
look like much.”
Omi busily said, “Big brothers and big sisters don’t compliment me, I’m not that strong, I just got
punched by the team leader, my body almost collapsed, I stumbled and fell down.”
That team leader, Fen laughed, “Omi, you don’t need to be modest, I did lose more just now, I, as a
veteran team member and also a team leader, actually fought with your newcomer like this, even if it’s
a draw, I’m considered to have lost.”
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“You kid, come on, let’s go to our barracks, we’ll give you a good reception tonight.”
“You’re welcome, you’re welcome.”
Omi arrived at the bottom of the mountain in front of him, only to see clusters of courtyards
established at the bottom of the mountain.
Fen said, “Each cluster of courtyards represents a group, or a team, of the Sky Wolf Battle Team, and
we’re in the ninth group.”
Saying that, he went to the cluster of courtyards where the ninth group was located, the courtyard had
many rooms and was in a circle.
“Omi, you can choose any room yourself, as long as no one lives there.”
“Good.”
Omi chose one, then tidied up his housekeeping and walked out of the room.

After walking out of the room, they set up a large fire in the courtyard, and a slaughtered fairy deer
was roasting on it.
“Wow, a fairy deer.”Omi said with drooling.
Hu Guangrong said, “Brother Tang, this fairy deer is a treasured one for a long time, if you hadn’t come,
the team leader wouldn’t have known when he would be willing to take it out and eat it.”
“Haha, yes, Brother Tang, we’re all counting on you.”
Omi looked at Fen and said, “Thank you, Sister Fen.”
“Come on, one bite at a time, one sister, calling her so dear.”Fen said with a smile.
Everyone sat down in a circle, with wine and meat.Fen don’t look at her as a woman, she ate the
fiercest, which was understandable, her size, if she didn’t have endless amounts of animal meat as well
as immortal pills, she definitely wouldn’t be able to train.
After drinking quite a bit of wine, Omi said, “Big brothers and big sisters, I’ve been here for several
hours, and I still don’t even know what the situation is here.What do we have to do every day when we
enter the Sky Wolf World?Still, every day is just like in the barracks, drills, free training, eating and
sleeping.”
Yao Fang said, “It’s not so peaceful here, the Sky Wolf Squad is the strongest special squad in the
Immortal Court, we have a lot of responsibility, in order to maintain the highest fighting power at all
times, we have to hunt and kill the same level of demon beasts once a month.Other than that, the rest
of the time is free training, or you can go home if you want.”
“Oh, it doesn’t seem to be too strict, I thought that when I entered the Sky Wolf Battle Team, my
freedom would be restricted.”
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strong.”
“How strong?”Omi asked.
Fen said, “At least not weaker than us, depending on the number of people in the group, for example,
our group of nine, there are seven of us now, so the next time we go hunting for demon beasts, there
might be fourteen of them, the weakest ones are all about the same as our strongest ones, and the
strongest ones are probably about the same ratio as the three Fen combined.”
“How can this be hunted.”
“Yeah, it’s not that easy, but there’s no rule that every time you go hunting, you have to kill the
monsters, just any one of them, and then you can retreat.”
“Oh, so.”
“Yes, in order to keep us on the highest alert at all times.We are celestial wolves, born to guard the
Immortal Court.”
“Understood.”

Fen said, “Alright, Omi, today is for you to pick up the dust, don’t talk so much, have a good drink, if
there’s anything, we’ll talk about it tomorrow, it just so happens that tomorrow we’ll go and finish this
month’s hunting mission.”
“Good.”
That day, they drank until late into the night before ending.
“Omi, rest well, we’ll leave tomorrow, this time, with you joining us, our hunting mission for this month
should be easy to complete.”
Omi asked, “Was it difficult to complete the hunting mission in the past?”
“Of course, as I just said, the weakest one is similar to me, the strongest one is stronger than three of
me, and every hunt, you must kill one to be considered complete.Do you think it’s hard, to tell you the
truth, before we had ten members in our nine groups, before you came, before and after, four of them
died, that’s why there are six of us left.”
“Wow, so cruel.”
“Of course, those four before, they all died in the hunting mission.And this time, you’re so strong with
your new addition, hehe, you can nine groups pick up the treasure.Before, the other eight groups were
all discouraged and didn’t want the newcomers to join, because newcomers joining is good to cause a
drop in strength.In the hunting mission, the number of demon beasts, is based on twice the number of
groups, if you join a weak newcomer, the hunting mission will have two more powerful demon beasts,
no one would want ah.”
“Uh, so, before I came, all nine of your groups had the chance to choose me to join them.”
“Yeah, unfortunately, the other eight groups didn’t want you to join them, we, the nine groups, only
number six now, and we also wanted to take a gamble to see your future potential, so we accepted
you.Now it looks like we were right, the other eight groups, let them regret it.”
“Oh.”
“Alright, enough of that, go rest and go early tomorrow.”
“Okay, Fen-san.”
Omi went to rest.
After the hunting mission was completed tomorrow, Omi was going to go home to find out if there
was a sword known for its speed, and then enhance his Tian Yuan Great Sorrow Sword.
If he succeeded, Omi was confident that he would be able to defeat Fen completely, and right now, he
was at most even with Fen.
Early the next morning, Omi and the others got up.
“Let’s go, set out and finish this month’s character hunt.”Fen gave an order.
Du Fei, Yao Fang, Hu Guangrong, Brother-in-law Ni, Team Leader Afen, Kasoli, Omi, and the seven of
them headed out of the mountain.

On their way out of their courtyard, they had to pass a large clearing, and on that clearing, there were
many signs hanging.
Omi was too busy being curious to go up there.

